The questions this manuscript addresses arose in the course of an investigation of the imaginary sorts in ultraproducts of p-adic fields. These were shown to be understandable given the imaginary sorts of certain finite-dimensional vector spaces over the residue field. The residue field is pseudo-finite, and the imaginary elements there were previously studied, and shown in fact to be eliminable over an appropriate base. It remains therefore to describe the imaginaries of finite-dimensional vector spaces over a field F , given those of F . I expected this step to be rather easy; but it turned out to become easy only after a number of issues, of interest in themselves, are made clear.
Definable groupoids
Let T be a first-order theory, with universal domain U.
1 Def (U) is the category of Udefinable sets (with parameters) and maps between them.
Let A, B be small subsets of U. For each b ∈ B, we provide a new constant symbol c b ; and for each a ∈ A, a new variable x a . We write tp(A/B) for the set of all formulas with these new variables and constants, true in U under the eponymous interpretation of constant symbols and assignment of variables. This is useful in expressions such as tp(A/B) |= tp(A/B ′ ). An ∞-definable set is the solution set of a partial type (of bounded size; say bounded by the cardinality of the language.) Morphisms between ∞ -definable sets are still induced by ordinary definable maps. If the partial type is allowed to have infinitely many variables, the set is called ⋆-definable instead. ⋆-definable sets can also be viewed as projective systems of definable sets and maps.
When we say a set P is definable, we mean: without parameters. If we wish to speak about a set definable with parameters a, we will exhibit these parameters in the notation: P a .
A category is a 2-sorted structure with sorts O, M , with maps i 0 , i 1 : M → O (the morphism m ∈ M goes from i 0 (m) to i 1 (m)), a partial composition • : M × i1,i0 M → M , and an identity map Id : O → M (so that Id(x) : x → x is the identity map), satisfying the usual associative laws. The language of categories is thus 2-sorted, with relation symbols i 1 , i 1 , Id, •.
A groupoid is a category G = (ObG, MorG) where every morphism has a 2-sided inverse. For a groupoid G, let Iso G be the equivalence relation on ObG: MorG(c, c ′ ) = ∅. On the other hand, for any a ∈ ObG, we have a group G a = MorG(a, a). These groups are isomorphic for (a, b) ∈ Iso G : : if h ∈ MorG(a, b), then x → h −1 xh is an isomorphism G b → G a . This isomorphism is welldefined up to conjugation. Thus groupoids generalize, at different extremes, both groups and equivalence relations: an equivalence relation is a groupoid with trivial groups, and a group is a groupoid with a single object.
We will assume in this section that G has a unique isomorphism type. (I.e. ObG = ∅, and MorG(a, b) = ∅ for all a, b ∈ ObG. ) Without this assumption, one obtains relative versions of the results, fibered over the set of objects; for instance in 1.1, the conclusion becomes that one can interpret a set S and a map h : S → T = G/ ≡, such that for t ∈ T , for any representative b ∈ ObG of t, F (b) is definably isomorphic to S t = h −1 (t). If X a is a conjugation-invariant subset of some G a , let X b = h −1 X a h, where h ∈ MorG(b, a); the choice of h does not matter.
In particular, if N a ⊳ G a is a normal subgroup, we obtain a system of normal subgroups N b ⊳ G b . Moreover we can define an equivalence relation N on MorG(a, b): for f, g ∈ MorG(a, b),
This gives rise to a quotient groupoid with the same set of objects, and with MorG ′ (a, b) = MorG(a, b)/N .
It makes sense to speak of Abelian or solvable groupoids (meaning each G a is that.) If ObG and MorG are defined by formulas in some structure U, as well as the domain and range maps MorG → ObG and the composition, we say that G is a definable groupoid in U.
A sub-groupoid is full if it consists of a subset of the objects, with all morphisms between them.
Let F : G → Def (U) be a functor. We say that F is definable if {(a, d) : a ∈ ObG, d ∈ F (a)} is definable, as well as {(a, b, c, d, e) : a, b ∈ ObG, c ∈ MorG(a, b), d ∈ F (a), e ∈ F (b), F (c)(d) = e}. 1 More generally we can work with a "Robinson theory", a universal theory with the amalgamation property for substructure; one then works with substructures of a universal domain, and takes "definable" to mean: quantifier-free definable. This point of view was first explained in [19] .
Similarly for C-definable, and for ⋆-definable (= Proj-definable) or co-∞-definable. But if there exist a definable relation F 1 and definable function F 2 such that for a ∈ ObG, F (a) = F 1 (a), and for a, b ∈ ObG, c ∈ MorG(a, b), F (c) = F 2 (c), we will say that F is a (relatively) definable functor (even if if G is only ⋆-definable.) Example 1.1. Suppose G has a single isomorphism class, and each G a is trivial. Then for each a, b ∈ ObG MorG(a, b) consists of a unique morphism. In this case if F : G → Def (U ) is a definable functor, one can interpret without parameters a set S, definably isomorphic to each F (a). Proof. As in 1.1: the maps G a → G b , being unique up to conjugacy, are in this case in fact unique.
Proof. Let
E S = {(a, b, a ′ , b ′ ) : a, a ′ ∈ ObG, b ∈ F (a), b ′ ∈ F (a ′ ), ∃c ∈ MorG(a, a ′ ). F (c)(b) = b ′ } S = {(a, b) : a ∈ ObG, b ∈ F (a)}/E S
1.3.
From ⋆-definable to definable groupoids. Lemma 1.4. Let G 0 be a groupoid, with a distinguished element * ∈ ObG 0 . Suppose G 0 * = MorG 0 ( * , * ) is a subgroup of a group G. Then G 0 extends canonically to a groupoid G with the same objects, and with MorG( * , * ) = G.
In other words, the natural map G → MorG( * , * ), from supergroupoids G of G 0 with the same object set, to supergroups G of G 0 * , is surjective. If G 0 , G are ⋆-definable, so is G.
Construction: Let
MorG(a, b) = (MorG
. Note that the expression makes sense, a , so it is definable with parameters; being ⋆-definable with parameters a, b, it must be definable uniformly in these parameters.) The definition of MorG 0 (a, b) must extend over all a, b in some definable set S 0 containing ObG 0 . The groupoid properties are certain universal axioms holding for all a, b, c ∈ ObG 0 ; by compactness they must hold for all a, b, c ∈ S 1 (some definable S 1 , with ObG 0 ⊂ S 1 ⊂ S 0 .) Let ObG = S 1 , and use the definable function above to define G.
The two additional statements are also immediate consequences of compactness. Some theories, notably stable ones (cf. [16] ), theories of finite S1 rank ( [13] ), and more generally supersimple theories ( [23] ), have the property that every ⋆-definable group is a projective limit lim ←n G n , where G 1 ← G 2 ← · · · is a sequence of definable groups and maps. As soon as this holds for one of the groups G a , we can use the two lemmas above to pass from an ⋆-definable groupoid to a definable one.
Here is a groupoid version of Theorem B.1 of [14] . Let U be a universal domain for a theory admitting elimination of quantifiers and elimination of imaginaries.
Let V be a union of sorts of U, closed under images of definable maps.
We will obtain a ⋆-definable groupoid; the set of objects will be ⋆-definable, and the image of an ∞-definable set of U; the sets of morphisms ∞-definable. In the situation of 1.5, this will be the limit of definable groupoids.
Proposition 1.6. Assume V is stably embedded; and that the image of a V-definable set under a definable map lies in V.
Let Q be a definable set of U, internal to V. There exist ⋆-definable groupoids G in U and G V in V, and definable functors F : G → Def (U) and
We have F (Aut G ( * )) = Aut(Q/V).
Proof. By assumption, and using elimination of imaginaries, there exists Q b definable over b in V, and a U-definable bijection f c :
(It is here that we must allow b ′ to be a tuple with an infinite index set.) Let ObG V be the set of solutions of tp(b), and let ObG = ObG V ∪ { * } (a formal element.) Let MorG( * ,
be the same set of codes, but each code viewed now as coding the inverse map
Observe the coherence of what has been defined so far: Also, by expressing MorG( * , * ) as MorG(b, * )•MorG( * , b) for some b, it follows that MorG( * , * ) is an ∞-definable set of permutations of Q (over b, but a posteriori over ∅, since at all events it is Aut(U)-invariant.)
Define the functor F by F ( * ) = Q, F (b ′ ) = Q b ′ , and define F on morphisms tautologically. Let G V be the restriction of G to ObG V , and F V = F |G V . All the properties are then clear.
(1) There exist definable maps 
Proof.
(2) By 1.4, 1.5.
Generalized imaginaries
The notion of an imaginary sort can be described as follows. Let T ′ be an extension of T in a language containing the language of T , and having an additional sort S.
is a group isomorphism. (The surjectivity implies that T ′ induces no new structure on the sorts of T , and also that T is stably embedded in T ′ , cf. [4] , Appendix. Given stable embeddedness, the injectivity implies that M ′ ⊆ dcl(M ).) A finite generalized imaginary sort is defined as above, except that the homomorphism
is allowed a finite kernel. It is still assumed to be surjective. More generally, S is called an internal (generalized) imaginary sort if the language of T ′ (restricted to S and the sorts of T ) is finite, and T ′ is internal to T . In this case, An equivalent, more concrete definition of (ordinary) imaginaries can be given in terms of equivalence relations (cf. [20] ). Let E be a definable equivalence relation on a set S; then S/E is added as a new sort, together with the canonical map S → S/E. This is used to find canonical parameters for definable families. For s ∈ S, let δ(s) be a definable set; such that δ(s) = δ(s ′ ) iff (s, s ′ ) ∈ E. Then the image of s in s/E serves as a canonical parameter for δ(s).
More generally, in place of equality, one often has a definable bijection f s,s ′ : δ(s) → δ(s ′ ), forming a commuting system. Then fors ∈ S/E one introduces δ(s) as the quotient of the (δ(s) : s/E =s) by the system f s,s ′ , obtaining a canonical family δ(s) :s ∈ S/E). This can still be treated using equivalence-relation imaginaries, by an appropriate equivalence relation on • s δ(s). However, if the system has more than one definable bijection δ(s) → δ(s ′ ), this fails. We now generalize the above construction to more general groupoids.
A concrete definable category of T is a triple G = (ObG, MorG, δ G ) with (ObG, MorG) a category interpretable in T , and δ G : ObG → Def (U) a faithful definable functor.
An embedding of G 1 into G 2 is a 0-definable fully faithful functor h : ObG 1 → ObG 2 , together with a 0-definable system of definable bijections h c :
A concrete groupoid is a concrete category that is a groupoid. A groupoid G is canonical if Iso G is the identity, i.e. two isomorphic objects of G are equal. A (concerete) groupoid G is a group (action) if ObG has a single element.
Two concrete groupoids G 1 , G 2 of T are equivalent if there exist 0-definable embeddings h i : G i → G for some concrete groupoid G, such that the image of h i meets every isomorphism class of G (thus h i is an equivalence of categories.) In this case, ObG may be taken to be Remark Assume G has a single isomorphism class. if one fixes a parameter b ∈ ObG, one may interpret a copy G b of ObG * by doubling b. (Add one new object b ′ , and let M or(b ′ , c) be a copy of M or(b, c), etc., with the obvious rules.) In this case, the corresponding groupoid imaginary is interpretable with parameters. However, this interpretation breaks the automorphism group of the original structure, whereas the groupoid imaginary sort does not.
(In fact, the case of one isomorphism class can be viewed as the primary case, and indeed the case that will be of interest to us. However the general definition is needed if one wants it preserved under base change.)
A generalization from internal to analyzable would be of interest. This is a special case of an internal cover, where we demand that N/M is internal in place of Aut(N/M ) finite; cf. [14] . In general, Aut(N/M ) is an ∞-definable group of N , isomorphic over N to an ∞-definable group of M . While there is no difficulty in treating the general case, we will assume for simplicity of language that Aut(N/M ) is in fact definable in the internal covers considered in this paper. (In fact, only the case of internal covers with finite automorphism groups is needed for our applications.) 2.3. The cover associated to a definable groupoid. We describe a canonical cover associated with a groupoid. The cover will be internal if the groupoid has a single isomorphism class. A general groupoid G can be viewed as a disjoint union over ν ∈ ObG/Iso G of the full sub-groupoids G(ν) whose objects are those of the isomorphism class ν. The cover T ′ G will then be the the free union of the covers T ′ G(ν) . Let T be a theory, G a definable groupoid, and δ : G → Def (T ) a definable functor. We construct a theory 
and define a groupoid structure in such a way that j is an isomorphism of categories from G the the sub-groupoid with objects O 0 , and each * ν is isomorphic to each element of ν. It is easy to see that this can be done, and uniquely so up to M -isomorphism. In effect to construct O one adds to each isomorphism class a new copy * ν of r ν , and let M or( * ν , y) be a copy of M or(r ν , y) for any y ∈ ObG, and M or( * ν ,
, and conjugate using f from * ν to r ν , then using f
Completeness of T ′ follows from the uniqueness of M ′ . Any element of Aut G ′ (a) acts on δ ′ (a), and also acts on any nonempty M or G ′ (a, b) by conjugation; these combine to give a concrete groupoid automorphism fixing the image of j, hence an automorphism fixing the T -sorts. Given any automorphism σ ∈ Aut(T ′ /T ), let a ∈ M ′ \ M and pick b ∈ ObG(M ) with a, b isomorphic in G. we have σ(a) = a since σ(b) = b and a is the unique element outside the image of j and isomorphic to j(b). Pick an isomorphism r ∈ M or(a, b), Then σ(r) −1 r is an G ′ -isomorphism of a, σ coincides on δ ′ (a) and on any M or(a, c) with the action of and conjugation by this element. 
Proof. By the proof of Beth's implicit definability theorem, it suffices to show that Aut(N ′′ ) = Aut(N ′ ) for any N ′′ . This is clear from the exact sequences 1
Remark 2.6. While these are the only covers required in this paper, we note in passing that a more general cover, with relations among the fibers, is determined as an expansion of T ′ G by the structure of each finite product of fibers; and each finite product is internal, hence determined by its liasion groupoid. Thus an appropriate definable inverse limit systems of definable groupoids suffices to generate an arbitrary 1-analyzable cover.
2.7. Internal covers and concrete groupoids. Two generalized imaginary sorts S ′ , S ′′ of T (with theories T ′ , T ′′ ) N, N ′ are equivalent if they are bijectively bi-interpretable over T , i.e. whenever N ′ |= T ′ , N ′′ |= T ′′ are two models with the same restriction M to the T -sorts, there exists a bijection f : S N → S N ′ such that f ∪ Id M preserves the class of 0-definable relations.
Theorem 2.8. There is a bijective correspondence between internal imaginary sorts of T and definable concrete groupoids with a single isomorphism class (both up to equivalence.)
Proof. Given the concrete definable groupoid G with functor F , let T ′ G be the theory described in Lemma 2.4. Since G has a single isomorphism class, there is a single element * of O outside the image of Ob G . The sort S G is taken to be δ ′ ( * ), with the structure induced from T ′ . (Note that the rest of T ′ is definable over the sorts of T and S G , using stable embeddedness.) Conversely, given an internal cover N , we obtain a *-definable concrete groupoid by Proposition 1.6. (The liaison groupoid of N .) Since the number of sorts and generating relations is finite, it is clear that Aut(S N /M ) is definable rather than * -definable. By Lemma 1.5 we can take the groupoid G definable. It is clearly a concrete groupoid of M , well-defined up to equivalence.
By Lemma 2.4, the liaison groupoid of S G is (equivalent to) G. Conversely, if we begin with N and let G be the liaison groupoid of N , then S G can be identified with N , though a priori N may have more relations; however S G , N have the same automorphism group over N , so by Lemma 2.5 their definable sets coinicide.
In particular, a finite internal cover of N may be realized as a generalized imaginary sort, where the groupoid has a single isomorphism class, and finite isomorphism group at each point.
Example 2.9. Let M be a finite structure, i.e. finitely generated, with finitely many elements of each sort. Then any finite extension
Lemma 2.10. Let N be a finite internal cover of M , whose corresponding concrete groupoid is equivalent to a (0-definable) group action. Then the sequence
Proof. In this case, the construction beginning with G yields a structure interpretable in M : if ObG = {1}, the new structure has new sorts δ( * ) and δ(Mor( * , 1)); by choosing a point of δ(Mor( * , 1)) one obtains M together with a copy δ( * ) of δ(1) and a copy δ(Mor( * , 1)) of δ(Mor (1, 1) ). This interpretation yields a group homomorphism Aut(M ) → Aut(N ) splitting the sequence.
This provides examples of structures that do not eliminate groupoid imaginaries. 
can be chosen to be surjective, we say that the cover is split.
Thus "almost split" is the same as: "split, over acl(∅)."
Definition 2.13. T eliminates (finite, strict) generalized imaginaries if every concrete groupoid (with finite automorphism groups, with one isomorphism class) G is equivalent to a canonical one.
Note that ordinary elimination of imaginaries holds iff every groupoid with trivial groups is equivalent to a canonical one.
Lemma 2.14. T eliminates finite generalized imaginaries iff T eliminates finite imaginaries, and every finite internal cover of T is split.
Proof. We use Theorem 2.8. T eliminates finite generalized imaginaries iff every concrete groupoid G with finite automorphism groups and one isomorphism class is equivalent to a group action. If G is a group action, the finite internal cover corresponding to G is clearly split. Conversely if the cover T ′ of T is split, it has an expansion T ′′ bi-interpretable with T . T ′′ is still a finite internal cover, and by Theorem 2.8 corresponds to a sub-groupoid G ′′ of G, with one isomorphism class and trivial automorphism groups. Let * be a formal element corresponding to the isomorphism class of G. We may assume ObG = ObG
, and let δ( * ) be the quotient. Also use f a,b to identify Mor(a, a) and Mor(b, b), by composition, and let Mor( * , * ) be the quotient. We have found a common extension of the group action of Mor( * , * ) on δ( * ), and of the concrete groupoid (G, δ).
Remark 2.15. If algebraic points form an elementary submodel of M , then every finite internal cover of T h(M ) is almost split.
A definable group homomorphism f : H → H is a definable central extension if f is surjective and ker f is contained in the center of H. We now relate finite internal covers of internal covers of a theory τ to definable central extensions of the liaison group of the latter. Assumption (3) below says that finite generalized imaginaries of M arising from definable finite central extensions of groups are eliminable; the conclusion is that all finite generalized imaginaries are. Proposition 2.16. Let T be a a theory with a distinguished stably embedded sort k, τ = T h(k). Let M |= T . Assume T eliminates imaginaries, and:
(1) Every finite internal cover of k is almost split. (2) 
for some definable set D of T ; G is a finite group. We may enlarge C so that D ⊆ C.
Two preliminary remarks: If F is a finite definable set of imaginaries of T ′ , there exist finite definable sets F T , F τ of imaginaries of M, k respectively, such that for for any M, M ′ as above, dcl(
By internality, the sequence is isomorphic to a central extension
The condition in (3) is stated for central extensions with prime cyclic kernel; by iteration it is closed under all finite central extensions.
Hence, after naming parameters for a further finite definable set, and passing to corresponding subgroups of finite index in H, H, there exists a
Now H × H H has a subgroup of finite index isomorphic to H, namely the diagonal subgroup ∆ e H . ∆ e H is invariant under any M -definable automorphism of H × H H of the form (α × β α), with α : H → H an automorphism lying over β : H → H. But any automorphism of H over H has the form x → z(x)x for some homomorphism z : H → K. By (4), there are only finitely many such definable homomorphisms, and so the group of M -definable automorphisms of H over H is finite, and hence the automorphisms (α × β α) have finite index within the group of all M -definable automorphisms of H → H. So ∆ e H has finitely many conjugates by such automorphisms. Taking their intersection, we find a subgroup S of H × H H of finite index, mapping injectively to each factor H, and invariant under all M -definable automorphisms of ( H, H).
It follows that the pullback S ′ of S under (h,f , f ) does not depend on the choice of the triple
also has a definable subgroup of finite index S ′′ mapping injectively to Aut( D/k).
By [14] , there exists a T ′ -definable set Q with Aut(Q/k) = Aut( D/k), and such that Aut( D/k) acts transitively on Q, with trivial point stabilizer. The quotient Q/S ′′ is a finite internal cover of k. By (1), for some 0-definable finite set
2.17. Groupoids in ACF. Consider ACF L , the theory of algebraically closed fields containing a field L. Every concrete groupoid is equivalent to a a subgroupoid with finitely many objects in each equivalence class. The question essentially reduces to concrete groupoids with finitely many objects.
If L is real-closed, the Galois group Aut(L a /L) is Z/2Z, and admits nontrivial central ex-
is not split, any more than the E asequence. As in Example 2.9 there exists a finite internal cover M of ACF L with Aut(M ) = E. The concrete groupoid corresponding to M cannot be equivalent to a canonical one.
On the other hand, if L is PAC, then (cf. [10] ) Aut(L a /L) is a projective profinite group. In this case every finite concrete groupoid should be equivalent to a canonical one.
Problem 2.18. Give a geometric description of the groupoid-imaginaries when when L is a finitely generated extension of an algebraically closed field.
Higher amalgamation
Let T be a theory (or Robinson theory), for simplicity with quantifier elimination. A Tstructure is an algebraically closed substructure of a model of T . Let C T be the category of algebraically closed T -structures. A partially ordered set P can also be viewed as a category, and we will consider functors P → C T . Specifically let P (N ) be the partially ordered set of all subsets of {1, . . . , N }, and let P (N )
− be the sub-poset of proper subsets. By an N -amalgamation problem we will mean a functor A :
A solution is a functorĀ : P (N ) → C T , where P (N ) is the partially ordered set of all subsets of P (N ), extending A. We will demand for both a = A,Ā that a(s) = acl{a(i) : i ∈ s}. This simplifies the definitions of independence-preservation and of uniqueness of solutions below.
We assume T is given with a notion of canonical 2-amalgamation. I.e. we are given a functorial solution of all 2-amalgamation problems. Equivalently, we have a notion of independence of two substructures of a model of T , over a third; or again, a functorial extension process p → p|B of types over A to types over B, where A ≤ B ∈ C T , A algebraically closed. We assume that this notion of independence is symmetric and transitive, cf. [2] . When for any B, p|B is an A-definable type, we will say that amalgamation is definable at p. (This is always the case for stable theories, cf. [20] .) ( The "uniqueness of non-forking extensions" comes with the presentation here; some of the considerations below generalize easily to the case of a canonical set of solutions rather than one.)
A functor a : P → C T is (2)-independence-preserving if it is compatible with the given canonical 2-amalgamation; i.e. whenever s = s 1 ∩ s 2 ⊂ s ′ ∈ P , A(s 1 ), A(s 2 ) are independent over A(s) within A(s ′ ). At this point, we consider the problem of independent amalgamation. An independent amalgamation problem (or solution) is a functor A : P → C T (where P = P (N ) − , respectively P = P (N )) compatible with the given canonical 2-amalgamation; i.e. such that whenever s = s 1 ∩ s 2 ⊂ s ′ ∈ P , A(s 1 ), A(s 2 ) are independent over A(s) within A(s ′ ). We will also demand: A(∅) = acl(∅).
Let us say that T has n-uniqueness (existence,exactness) if every independent n-amalgamation problem has at most one (at least one, exactly one) solution, up to isomorphism.
Similar ideas appear in work of Shelah in various contexts, cf. e.g. [21] . Elimination of imaginaries was introduced in [20] precisely in order to obtain 2-exactness for stable theories. 3-existence follows, but 4-existence, and 3-uniqueness, can fail: cf. [17] . We will see below, however, that with generalized imaginaries taken into account, stable theories are 3-exact.
Occasionally we will also require (n−1, n+k)-existence for k ≥ 1. This means that a solution exists to every partial independent amalgamation problem (a(u) : u ⊂ {1, . . . , n + k}, |u| < n}. We have however:
Lemma 3.1. Assume T A has n-existence for all A. Then (1) T has (n − 1, n + k)-existence for any k ≥ 1.
(2) If n-uniqueness holds, so does n + 1-existence.
Proof. (1) An easy induction. For instance take k = 1, and assume given (a(u) : u ⊂ {1, . . . , n+ 1}, |u| < n}. Let U = {u ⊂ {1, . . . , n + 1} : |u| ≤ n, (n + 1) ∈ u}. For u ∈ U , by (n − 1, n)-existence, one can find a * (u) extending a(v) for v ⊂ u, |v| < n. But U is isomorphic to the set of subsets of {1, . . . , n} of size < n, so by another use of (n − 1, n)-existence (a * (u) : u ∈ U ) admits a solution (b(u) : u ⊆ {1, . . . , n + 1}; this also solves the original problem a.
(2). We will use (n − 1, n + 1)-amalgamation. Given an n + 1-independent amalgamation problem b, let a be the restriction to the faces u with |u| < n. This problem has a solution c; for each u with |u| = n, c restricts to a solution c(u) of the problem (a(v) : v ⊂ u); by n-uniqueness, these solutions must be isomorphic to the original solutions b(u). By means of these isomorphisms b(u) → c(u) (|u| = n), c provide a solution to the problem b.
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a theory with a canonical 2-amalgamation, admitting elimination of imaginaries. For any independence-preserving functor a : P (3) → C T , the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) a(12) ∩ dcl(a(13), a(23)) = dcl(a(1), a(2)) (2) If c ∈ a(12) = acl(a(1), a(2)), then tp(c/a(1), a(2)) implies tp(c/a(13), a (23)).
Moreover, 3-uniqueness is equivalent to the truth of (1,2) for all such a.
Proof. Assume (1) holds. In the situation of (2), the solution set X of tp(c/a(13), a(23) is a finite set, hence coded in a(12), and defined over a(13) + a(23); thus by (1), X is defined over a(1), a(2); being consistent with tp(c/a(1), a(2)), it must coincide with it. Conversely, if c ∈ a(12) ∩ dcl(a(13), a(23)), then tp(c/a(13), a(23)) has the unique solution c, so if (2) holds then the same is true of tp(c/a(1), a(2)), and hence c ∈ a(12).
Suppose ( is not surjective. Let σ ∈ Aut(a(12)/a(1), a(2)) be an automorphism that does not extend to a(13)a (23) . Let a ′ be the same as a on subsets of {1, 2, 3}, and also the same on morphisms except for the inclusion i : {1, 2} → {1, 2, 3}; and let a ′ (i) = a(i) • σ. Then a ′ is a solution to the independent amalgamation problem a|P (3) − , and is not isomorphic to a. So 3-uniqueness fails.
Conversely, suppose we are given an independent amalgamation problem a : P (3) − → C T , and two solutions a ′ , a ′′ on P (3). We may take a ′ to take the morphisms to inclusion maps. Then all a(ij) = a ′ (ij), and are embedded in A = a ′ (123). We can identify a ′′ (123) with A = acl(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) also. Then the additional data in a ′′ consists of isomorphisms a(i, j) → a(i, j), compatible with the inclusions of the a(i). By 2-uniqueness, we may further assume that these isomorphisms are the identity on a(2, 3) and a(1, 2); so that a ′′ reduces to an automorphism f of a(1, 3), over a(1), a(3). By (1), f extends to an elementary map fixing a(12), a (13) . This further extends to an automorphism F of a (1, 2, 3) . F shows that the two solutions a ′ , a ′′ of the problem a are isomorphic.
Proposition 3.3. Let T be a stable theory admitting elimination of quantifiers and of imaginaries. Assume every finite internal cover of T almost splits. Then T has 3-uniqueness.

Remarks:
In place of stability, we can assume T is given with a notion of 2-amalgamation, and show Lemma 3.2 (1) holds whenever the amalgamation is definable at one of the vertices of the triangle in question.
Since 3-uniqueness is defined over acl(∅), we may name parameters and assume in the proof that acl(∅) = dcl(∅), and hence that every finite internal cover of T splits.
We will see later that 4-existence is equivalent to 3-uniqueness.
Compare [3] , where a finite internal cover was constructed in the same way; the purpose there was to interpret a group from the group configuration, in a stable theory. This is also done for simple theories in [17] , where 4-existence is assumed. In hindsight, it all coheres.
Proof. Let a : P (3) → C T be an independence-preserving functor, with notation as in Lemma 3.2. Replacing T by T a(∅) we may assume a(∅) = acl(∅) = dcl(∅). Fix an enumeration of a(i). We will describe a finite internal cover T + of T , associated with a. Let F U be the set of formulas S(x 1 , x 2 ; u) such that whenever M |= S( a 1 , a 2 ; c) , (3)) and a 3 is independent from acl(a 1 , a 2 ), then c ∈ dcl(acl(a 1 , a 3 ), acl(a 2 , a 3 )). If a i enumerates a(i), then by definability of the canonical extension of tp(a(3)), for any c ∈ a(12) ∩ dcl(a(13), a(23)) there exists S ∈ F U with S(a 1 , a 2 , c).
Let S, S ′ , S ′′ , . . . ∈ F U . By definability of the canonical extension of tp(a(1)), for any formula φ(x, y, z, y ′ , z ′ , y ′′ , z ′′ , . . . , w) there exists a formula φ * (y, z, y ′ , z ′ , . . . , w) (depending on φ and on the sequence S, S ′ , . . .) such that for any b, c, b ′ , c ′ , . . . , d, any any a |= tp(a (1)) with a independent from {b, c, b
′ , c ′ , . . . , d} and such that S(a, b, c),
We construct a many-sorted cover T ′ of T as follows. Let L + be a language containing L, as well as a new sort N S(u) for any S ∈ F U ; and a definable map f S ; and for each S, S ′ , S ′′ . . . ∈ F U and each φ(x, y, z, y ′ , z ′ , . . . , w), a relation N φ(z, z ′ , . . . , w). Given M |= T , we construct an L + -structure M + as follows. Within some elementary extension M * of M , let a |= tp(a(1))|M . Let
Using the definability of tp(a(1))|M , one sees that T + = T h(M + ) does not depend on any of the choices made.
We now use the remark near the definition of finite internal cover. Each sort of T + will be seen to be a finite internal cover of T , as soon as we show:
Claim T + is a bounded internal cover of T .
Proof. Given M |= T , we constructed an expansion M + |= T + of the same cardinality, such that Aut(M + ) → Aut(M ) is surjective. It remains to show that the kernel is bounded. M + can be constructed as follows. We have M |= T . Let M 3 be an elementary extension of M , with a 3 ∈ M * , a 3 |= tp(a(3))|M . Let M * be an elementary extension of M 3 , with a 1 ∈ M * , a 1 |= tp(a(1))|M 3 . We can construct M + using M, a 1 , so that a 3 ) ). Any automorphism of M + over M lifts to an automorphism of M (acl(a 1 , a 3 
is surjective. But the first group is clearly bounded.
(Claim) Now by assumption, every finite internal cover of T is almost split. Let M be a model of T containing a(2), and let a(1) be independent from M , in some elementary extension M * of M .
Then M + can be embedded into dcl(a(1), M ). Let c ∈ a(12)∩dcl(a(13), a(23)), so that c ∈ M + . Then c ∈ dcl(a(1), M ). But tp(a(1), c/M ) is a(2)-definable, since tp(a(1)/M ) is definable, and c ∈ acl(a(1), a(2)), and a (2) is algebraically closed. Thus c ∈ dcl(a(1), a(2) ). This proves the property of Lemma 3.2 (1).
3.4.
Adding an automorphism. We include a general lemma on adding an automorphism to a stable theory, that will aid in describing the linear imaginaries of pseudo-finite fields. This was the route taken in [13] to the imaginaries of the pseudo-finite fields themselves; it appears best to repeat it from scratch in the linear context. In [13] , as here, only the fixed field was actually needed. The imaginaries for the full theory were considered (and eliminated) in [5] for strongly minimal T (in [4] for T = ACF A). An example of Pillay shows that it is not true in general. We show however that the principle is correct if generalized imaginaries are taken into account.
Let T be a theory with elimination of quantifiers and elimination of imaginaries. (In our application, T will be a linear extension of the theory of algebraically closed fields.)
Let C σ = {(A, σ) : A ∈ C T , σ ∈ Aut(A)}. We define independence for C σ by ignoring the automorphism σ. One does not, of course, expect 2-uniqueness.
Consider pairs (A, σ), with A an algebraically closed substructure of a model of T , and σ an automorphism of A. This is the class of models of a theory T ∀ σ , in a language where quantifiers over T -definable finite sets are still viewed as quantifier-free. Under certain conditions, including the application in §4 to linear theories over ACF, T ∀ σ has a model completion, a theory T σ whose models are the existentially closed models of T ∀ σ . T σ is unique if it exists. At all events, C σ amalgamates to a universal domain, and can be viewed as a Robinson theory.
The canonical 2-amalgamation of T induces a canonical 2-amalgamation notion for T σ (without uniqueness, i.e. a set of solutions is given rather than one.) 3-uniqueness for T implies 3-existence for T σ (directly as in Proposition 3.5, or via Lemma 3.2 (1).) Proposition 3.5. Let T be a theory with a canonical 2-amalgamation, admitting elimination of imaginaries. Assume T A has n-existence Then conditions (1)-(4) are equivalent. (3) is proved as in Lemma 3.2. (3) ⇐⇒ (4): Using imaginary Galois theory, cf. [18] ). (4) =⇒ (1): Let a : P (n) − → C T be an n-amalgamation problem, and let a ′ , a ′′ be two solutions. As in Lemma 3.2 we may assume that for each u ⊂ n, a ′ (Id u ) is the inclusion of a(u) in acl(a(1), . . . , a(n)). Now for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, u i = {1, . . . , n} \ {i}, Id u i the inclusion of
(1) =⇒ (2): consider an independent n-amalgamation problem for C σ ; it consists of an independent n-amalgamation problem a = (a(u) : u ⊂ {1, . . . , n}) and a compatible system of automorphisms σ u ∈ Aut(a(u)). Using n-existence, extend a to a solution; it is a system (b(u) : u ⊆ {1, . . . , n}), and compatible embeddings f u : Then (b, g) is another solution. By n-uniqueness, the two solutions must be isomorphic; so there exists σ : b({1, . . . , n}) → b{1, . . . , n}) such that g u = σf u . This shows exactly that (b, σ) is a solution to the original automorphic problem, via f .
(2) =⇒ (3): Let σ 0 ∈ Aut(a(u 0 )/a(< u 0 )), let σ u = Id a(u) for every u ≥ u 0 . View this data as an independent amalgamation problem for C σ . By (3), it has a solution a ′ . We use 2-uniqueness to note that tp(a Fix types p 1 , p 2 , . . . or more simply one type p. Let a 1 , . . . , a k be k independent realizations of p. Let G k be the Abelianization of Aut(acl(a 1 , . . . , a k )/dcl(a 1 , . . . , a k )). There is a natural homomorphism G k+1 → G k+1 k , restricting to each k-face. In terms of this basic data, one can describe homologically the questions of n-existence and uniqueness. The point is that in the independence preserving functors a, the a(u) can be taken to be standard objects acl(a i : i ∈ u), so only the image of morphisms under the functor matters.
The proof of Proposition 3.7 below is the same as in [13] , [4] , [5] . It uses stability not only through the existence of definable 2-amalgamation, but also the following characterization: if (a i ) is an indiscernible sequence over A, and the algebraic closures over A of disjoints sets of elements a i intersect in A, then the (a i ) are independent over A. Proposition 3.7. Let T be a stable theory admitting elimination of quantifiers, and let T σ be the theory described above. Assume T eliminates imaginaries and, and for any A = acl(A), T A eliminates finite generalized imaginaries. Then T σ admits elimination of imaginaries.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, T has 3-uniqueness, and so T σ has 3-existence (Proposition ?? or Lemma ??). It follows that C σ has 3-existence (Proposition ??). Let U be a saturated model of T σ .
Part of the assumption is that finite sets are codes in T ; hence also in T σ . Thus it suffices to prove elimination of imaginaries to the level of finite sets; in other words we have to show: if e is an imaginary element of U, and A is the set of real elements of acl f ′ , and define a n inductively so that a n+1 tp(a n , a n+1 /A) = tp(a 1 , a 2 /A) and a n+1 is independent from a 1 , . . . , a n−1 over A(a n ). It is then easy to see that acl(a w )∩acl(a w ′ ) = ∅ for any two disjoint indices w, w ′ . This remains true if we extract (using Ramsely and compactness) an indiscernible squence a i . Thus by the remark preceding the statement of the theorem, b ′ , b ′ are A-independent as tuples of U, the T -restriction of T σ . Hence by definition they are A-independent in U.
Similarly, working over A in place of Ae, one easily obtains non-equivalent independent elements realizing tp(a/A).
But a triangle with two equivalent and one inequivalent side cannot exist, contradicting 3-existence. This contradicts 3-existence for C σ . Proof. Since T is stable, T A has 2-uniqueness and hence 3-existence over any algebraically closed set A ′ . By Proposition 3.3, T has 3-uniqueness; by Lemma 3.1, it has 4-existence. Conversely, assume T has 4-existence. Let G be a definable concrete groupoid with finite automorphism groups, defined in T A . Fix a type p of elements of G, and let T p be the set of types of triples (a, b, d) with a, b |= p, a, b independent over A, and c ∈ M or G (a, b). Consider (q 12 , q 23 , q 13 ) ∈ T p such that there exist independent a 1 , a 2 , a 3 |= p and c ij with (a i , a j , c ij ) |= q ij for i < j, and such that c 12 = c −1 23 c 13 . We can take q 23 = q 13 . Such triples can be 4-amalgamated. It follows easily that for any independent a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and c ij with (a i , a j , c ij ) |= q ij for i < j, one has c 12 = c −1 23 c 13 . (Otherwise, 3 triples with this property and 1 triple without it could not be 4-amalgamated.) Pick (q 12 , q 23 , q 13 ) ∈ T p with q 23 = q 13 . It follows that for any independent a 1 , a 2 |= p there exists a unique c ∈ M or G (a 1 , a 2 ) with q 12 (a 1 , a 2 , c). Moreover, we have a sub-groupoid G ′ of G with the same objects and such that M or G ′ (a 1 , a 2 ) is the unique realization of q 12 . For any functor F on G into definable sets, we now obtain an equivalence relation on the disjoint union of the objects of G, identifying e ∈ F (a),
for the unique h ∈ Mor G ′ (a, a ′ ). Using elimination of imaginaries, it is now easy to construct a finite group action equivalent to G. A generalization of the above proof for n > 3 using an appropriate notion of higher groupoids, would be interesting.
3.10. Discussion. In many proofs regarding stable theories, there is no harm in passing to a theory T ′ with more sorts, as long as T remains stably embedded and with the same induced structure; especially if
. In this situation, by interpreting algebraic closure more widely in such extensions T ′ , the 3-uniqueness or 4-existence property for amalgamation holds.
There is an analogue for higher dimensions. We do not however have a satisfactory description of the requisite sorts, and so restrict ourselves to stating: Proposition 3.11. Let T be a theory with a canonical 2-amalgamation. There exists an expansion T * of T to a language with additional sorts, such that: (1) T is stably embedded in T * , and the induced structure from T * on the T -sorts is the structure of T . Each sort of T * admits a 0-definable map to a sort of T , with finite fibers. (2) T * has existence and uniqueness for n-amalgamation.
We sketch the proof. Condition (1) is equivalent to:
(1') If N * |= T * and N is the restriction to the sorts of T , then Aut(N * ) → Aut(N ) is surjective, with profinite kernel.
For T with canonical 2-amalgamation, and p a type of T over acl(∅), consider an expansion T p of T as in Proposition 3.3: the points of a model M p of T p correspond to acl(a, M ) where M is the restriction to T of M p , a |= p, and a, M are embedded in some bigger model of T via canonical 2-amalgamation.
The proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that if each T p has unique (n − 1, n + 1)-amalgamation then T has unique (n, n + 1)-amalgamation.
To prove the proposition, construct first an expansion T * of T with property (1), such that (U) any expansion of T together with finitely many sorts of T * with property (1) is equivalent to a sort of T * . Note that T * p enjoys the same property; since a relatively finite cover of T * p , fibered over a sort Y a , arises from a relatively finite cover of T * , fibered over Y . Suppose that unique (n, n + 1)-amalgamation fails for a theory T with the universal property (U). Take n minimal. Then uniqueness at (n − 1, n + 1) fails for T p for appropriate p. By Lemma 3.1, T ′ does not have (n − 1, n)-uniqueness. But T p also has (U). This contradicts the minimality of n.
Linear imaginaries
We first discuss linear imaginaries in general; then restrict attention to the triangular imaginaries that we will need.
Definition 4.1. Let t be a theory of fields (possibly with additional structure.)
A t-linear structure A is a structure with a sort k for a model of t, and additional sorts V i (i ∈ I = I(A)) denoting finite-dimensional vector spaces. Each V i has (at least) a k-vector space structure, and dim i V i < ∞.
We assume:
(1) k is stably embedded, (2) the induced structure on k is precisely given by t (3) the V i are closed under tensor products and duals.
Explanation The language includes the language of t (applying to k), and for each i, a symbol for addition + :
Given i, j, for some k, the language includes bilinear map b :
For each i, there is j and a function symbol for a pairing V i ×V j → k, inducint an isomorphism
Additional structure is permitted, subject to the embeddedness conditions (1,2).
Note that the tensor product V ⊗W and dual ∨ V are at all events interpretable in (k, V, W ); so the conditions (3) can be viewed as (partial) elimination of imaginaries conditions. or any finite tuple s = (s 1 , . . . , s k ) of indices, let V s = V s1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V s k , and let P s be the projectivization V s \ (0)/k * . These can also clearly be viewed as imaginary sorts of A. 
If R is a relation on V i , or among several V i , then f R is a relation S on k, and in any elementary extension one must have: R = f −1 S. Thus uniqueness of the expansion is clear, and it remains to show that this prescription always does yield an elementary extension. We may fix constants for each b i . But then V i ⊆ dcl(k), and the assertion is immediate. Proof. Claim If X is a definable subset of T ′ (with parameters), then X is also T -definable (with parameters).
Proof. By internality, there exists a T definable (with parameters) map f on k n , whose image contains X. f −1 (X) is T-definable (with parameters) by the assumption regarding new structure on k. Thus X = f f −1 X is T-definable (with parameters.) Hence any T ′ -definable set can be written X = Y c where c is a canonical parameter for Y c in T. It follows that Y c is T ′ -definable and c is a canonical parameter for Y c in T ′ .
4.5. Linear structures with flags. We now consider flagged spaces. For us this will mean: a finite dimensional vector space V together with a filtration V 1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ V n = V by subspaces, with dim V i = i.
Given V , we form the dual ∨ V with the natural filtration ∨ V i . If V , W are filtered spaces, take the tensor product with the filtration
Thus a family of flagged spaces can be closed under tensors and duals, without losing the flag property. Because of t and the k-linear structure on W , Aut(W/V, k) ≤ µ m (k), the group of m'th roots of unity in k. Thus W can be regarded as a finite internal cover of (V, k), and in can be construed as a generalized imaginary sort. Proof. We can arrive at a structure with EI by successively adding roots to one -dimensional vector spaces V of A. This involves adding an m'th root W , all tensor powers W ⊗n for n ∈ Z, and all tensor products W ⊗n ⊗U for U a vector space of A. If µ m (k) = 1, then W can be identified with a (k * ) m -class in V , and W ⊗n ⊗U embeds into V ⊗n ⊗U via this class. Otherwise, µ m (k) acts on the new structure, fixing k and A, and one sees that if an element w⊗u ∈ W ⊗n ⊗U is fixed by µ m (k), then n = 0, or w = 0. Thus any imaginary of A coded in the new structure already lies in A. Applying this iteratively, we see that A has EI. 4.11. Pseudo-finite fields. A pseudo-finite field is a perfect PAC field (i.e. every irreducible variety over F has an F -point), with Galois groupẐ. Ax showed that F is pseudo-finite iff every sentence true in F is true in infinitely many finite fields. ( [1] , [10] , [13] .) We take F to come together with an isomorphismẐ → Gal(F ). In terms of language, this means that we fix, for each d ∈ N, an imaginary element coding a generator of Gal(F d /F ) (where F d is the extension of F of order d.) (This amounts to breaking a finite cyclic Galois action by naming an algebraic parameter. Finite fields admit, of course, a canonical expansion from the field language to this language, with the isomorphism taking 1 to Frobenius.) When char(k) = 0, this is equivalent to fixing a surjective group homomorphism k[µ d ] * → µ d ; cf. [4] . As noted there, in this language, F admits elimination of imaginaries. Proof. Let t = T h(F ), and let A be a good t-linear structure. If A ′ is a reduct of A, with the same sorts, with the full structure on the field sort, and remembering the F -linear structure of each vector space in A and all 0-definable linear maps among them, then A ′ is also good. Moreover A admits EI if A ′ does (Lemma 4.4.) Thus we may assume the structure on A consists just of the structure on k, the k-linear structures and the 0-definable k-linear maps among them.
Let A a be the linear structure over the algebraic closure F a , and with vector spaces V a = F a ⊗ F V for each vector space V of A. Any 0-definable linear map in A extends uniquely to a 0-definable linear map in A a , and we take this to define a structure on A a . Since A is good, so is A a . Let T 1 = T h(F a , V a ) V ∈A .
(1) T 1 admits elimination of imaginaries (Lemma 4.2) and of generalized finite imaginaries, and is stable (every sort has finite Morley rank.) (2) Let T 2 be the model companion of the theory of pairs (M, σ) where M |= T 1 and σ ∈ Aut(M ). Then T 2 admits elimination of imaginaries. (Lemma 3.7.) (3) Let (K, V, σ) |= T 2 . Let (F, V ) be the fixed field and fixed vector space of σ. Then dim F V = d. F is pseudo-finite, and K can be chosen so that the fixed field will have the same theory as the original F . (cf. [4] .) (4) Any imaginary of (F, V ) is in particular an imaginary of (K, V, σ), and thus can be coded by a tuple of elements of T(K, V ). Each of these elements must be fixed by σ. (5) T(F, V F ) coincides with the σ-fixed part of T(K, V ). This follows from the fact that V has a σ-fixed basis.
.
